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Abstract: TicketEase is a web-based platform meticulously engineered to streamline issue management processes within organizational contexts. The system employs advanced Machine Learning (ML) techniques to prioritize and classify employee complaints and issues, effectively addressing software, hardware, and application-related challenges.

Leveraging Angular for frontend development, TicketEase ensures an intuitive user experience, while its backend infrastructure, powered by Spring Boot, Java, and Hibernate, provides robustness and scalability. Technologies such as Maven, GitHub, Postman, Swaggy, and MySQL are seamlessly integrated to facilitate efficient development, testing, documentation, and database management.

By employing Random Forest, TicketEase enhances its ability to accurately categorize and prioritize incoming issues, ensuring that urgent and critical matters receive prompt attention and resolution. The algorithm's robustness and scalability contribute to the platform's effectiveness in managing a large volume of tickets while maintaining high levels of accuracy and efficiency.

The platform's architecture and methodologies are meticulously designed to adapt to evolving organizational needs and technological advancements. This paper offers a comprehensive exploration of TicketEase, detailing its architecture, ML algorithms, and integration of key technologies. Through experimentation and evaluation, TicketEase demonstrates its efficacy in efficiently managing issues, offering organizations a potent tool to bolster operational efficiency and foster a culture of continuous improvement. As organizations navigate the complexities of modern work environments, TicketEase emerges as a transformative solution, poised to revolutionize issue management practices and drive organizational success.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In today's dynamic organizational landscapes, efficient issue management is paramount for sustaining operational productivity and mitigating disruptions. Recognizing this imperative, TicketEase emerges as a sophisticated web-based platform meticulously designed to revolutionize the management of employee complaints and issues. Central to its functionality is the strategic integration of advanced Machine Learning (ML) techniques, specifically the Random Forest algorithm, for classification and prioritization tasks. TicketEase transcends traditional issue management paradigms by harnessing the predictive power of ML to categorize and prioritize issues with precision. By leveraging the Random Forest algorithm, TicketEase adeptly analyzes historical data to discern patterns and relationships, facilitating swift and accurate decision-making in issue resolution. In addition to its robust technological foundation, TicketEase integrates cutting-edge Machine Learning (ML) techniques, particularly the Random Forest algorithm, to enhance its issue management capabilities. By leveraging Random Forest for ticket classification and prioritization, TicketEase optimizes resource allocation, accelerates issue resolution, and fosters a culture of continuous improvement within organizations. Moreover, TicketEase's architecture and methodologies are meticulously designed to adapt to evolving organizational needs and technological advancements. Through experimentation and evaluation, TicketEase demonstrates its efficacy in efficiently managing issues, offering organizations a potent tool to bolster operational efficiency and drive organizational success. As organizations navigate the complexities of modern work environments, TicketEase emerges as a transformative solution, poised to revolutionize issue management practices and elevate organizational performance to new heights. This paper presents an in-depth exploration of TicketEase, emphasizing its pioneering use of the Random Forest algorithm for issue classification and prioritization. Through rigorous experimentation and evaluation, TicketEase showcases its capacity to optimize resource allocation, accelerate issue resolution, and bolster organizational productivity. As organizations navigate the complexities of modern work environments, TicketEase emerges as a transformative solution poised to redefine issue management practices and propel organizational success.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature surrounding issue management systems and machine learning applications in organizational settings provides valuable insights into the challenges faced by organizations and the potential solutions offered by innovative technologies like TicketEase. Historically, issue management systems have evolved from simple ticketing systems to sophisticated platforms capable of handling diverse types of issues across various domains. Early research focused on the design and implementation of centralized databases for issue tracking, highlighting the importance of efficient data organization and retrieval (Smith & Johnson, 2019). Over time, the emphasis shifted towards user-centric designs and intuitive interfaces to enhance user experience and promote user adoption (Kumar & Gupta, 2020).

With the advent of machine learning techniques, issue management systems have undergone a paradigm shift, transitioning from rule-based approaches to data-driven decision-making. Machine learning algorithms offer the capability to automatically prioritize and classify issues based on historical data, enabling organizations to allocate resources more effectively and expedite issue resolution. Recent studies have demonstrated the efficacy of machine learning in issue prioritization and classification tasks. Techniques such as supervised learning, natural language processing (NLP), and deep learning have been applied to automatically categorize issues and predict their severity levels with high accuracy (Raschka & Mirjalili, 2019). By analyzing textual descriptions of issues and extracting relevant features, machine learning models can learn intricate patterns and relationships, enabling them to make informed decisions about issue severity and category.

Moreover, the integration of machine learning with modern software development frameworks has facilitated the development of intelligent issue management systems like TicketEase. Technologies such as Angular, Spring Boot, and Hibernate provide a robust foundation for building scalable and efficient web-based platforms, while tools like GitHub and Postman streamline the development and testing process. However, despite the promising advancements in machine learning-based issue management systems, challenges remain in areas such as data quality, model interpretability, and algorithm bias. Ensuring the reliability and fairness of machine learning models requires careful attention to data preprocessing, model evaluation, and bias mitigation strategies (Provost & Fawcett, 2013). Additionally, user acceptance and trust in machine learning-based systems may vary, necessitating clear communication and transparency regarding how decisions are made.
In summary, the literature review underscores the importance of machine learning techniques in enhancing issue management systems' efficiency and effectiveness. By leveraging the latest advancements in technology and methodologies, TicketEase aims to address the limitations of traditional approaches and empower organizations to overcome operational challenges more effectively.

III. PRELIMINARY DATA

1. Issue Dataset Collection: Gather a diverse dataset comprising historical records of employee complaints and issues within the organization. This dataset should include information such as issue description, severity level, category, and resolution time.[23]

2. Data Preprocessing: Cleanse and preprocess the collected dataset to remove noise, handle missing values, and standardize data formats. This involves techniques such as data normalization, text preprocessing (e.g., tokenization, stemming), and feature engineering.[4]

3. Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA): Perform EDA to gain insights into the characteristics and patterns present in the issue dataset. Visualize the distribution of issue categories, severity levels, and other relevant features to identify potential correlations and trends.[8]

4. Feature Selection: Select relevant features from the preprocessed dataset to use as input for the ML models. This involves analyzing the importance of different features in predicting issue priority and category using techniques such as correlation analysis and feature importance ranking.[15]

5. Model Training and Evaluation: Split the preprocessed dataset into training and testing sets. Train ML models using various algorithms (e.g., decision trees, support vector machines, neural networks) on the training data and evaluate their performance using metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score.[14]

6. Cross-Validation: Perform cross-validation to assess the generalization performance of the trained models and mitigate overfitting. Use techniques such as k-fold cross-validation to validate the models on different subsets of the data.[12]

7. Baseline Performance: Establish baseline performance metrics for issue prioritization and classification using simple heuristics or rule-based approaches. Compare the performance of ML models against these baselines to measure their effectiveness.[11]

By leveraging preliminary data processing and analysis techniques, researchers can effectively prepare the dataset for ML model training and evaluation, laying the foundation for the development of TicketEase's issue management capabilities.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1: Features of the application
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I. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

1. Requirement Analysis: Conduct a thorough analysis of the requirements for an effective issue management system within organizational settings. This involves understanding the types of issues employees face, the priority levels associated with different issues, and the classification criteria required.[9]

2. System Design: Design the architecture and components of TicketEase, considering scalability, maintainability, and extensibility. This phase involves identifying the necessary modules for issue management, database design for storing issue data, and integration with ML algorithms for prioritization and classification.[10]

3. Technology Selection: Select appropriate technologies for implementing TicketEase, considering factors such as compatibility, performance, and community support. Technologies include Angular for frontend development, Spring Boot for backend development, Hibernate for ORM, Maven for dependency management, MySQL for database management, and GitHub for version control.[7]

4. Machine Learning Model Development: Develop ML models for issue prioritization and classification using techniques such as supervised learning (e.g., decision trees, logistic regression) and natural language processing (NLP). Train the models using historical issue data to accurately predict issue priority and category.[6]

5. Integration and Testing: Integrate the ML models with TicketEase, ensuring seamless communication between the frontend and backend components. Conduct rigorous testing to validate the functionality, performance, and accuracy of the system. This includes unit testing, integration testing, and user acceptance testing.[5]

6. Deployment and Evaluation: Deploy TicketEase in a real-world organizational environment and evaluate its effectiveness in managing employee issues. Gather feedback from users to identify areas for improvement and iteratively enhance the system based on user input.[13]
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results section presents the findings of the experimentation and evaluation conducted to assess the performance of TicketEase in managing employee complaints and issues. This includes an analysis of the effectiveness of machine learning algorithms for issue prioritization and classification, as well as an examination of the system's overall performance and scalability.

4.1 Machine Learning Model Performance
The performance of TicketEase's machine learning models for issue prioritization and classification was evaluated using a variety of metrics, including accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. The models were trained on a diverse dataset comprising historical records of employee complaints and issues, with features such as issue description, severity level, and category.

Results indicate that the machine learning models achieved high levels of accuracy in predicting issue severity levels and classifying issues into appropriate categories. Precision and recall scores demonstrate the models' ability to accurately identify and prioritize critical issues while minimizing false positives and negatives.

Furthermore, comparative analysis was conducted to assess the performance of different machine learning algorithms, including decision trees, support vector machines, and neural networks. This analysis provides insights into the strengths and weaknesses of each algorithm and their suitability for issue management tasks within organizational settings.

4.1.1 Random Forest
Random Forest is a powerful machine learning algorithm commonly used for both classification and regression tasks. It belongs to the ensemble learning family, where multiple models are combined to improve performance.

Table 4.1: For Random Forest Classifier

| Accuracy: 0.9537815126050421 |

4.1.1 Working of Random Forest
1. Bootstrapping: Random Forest starts by creating multiple decision trees through a process called bootstrapping. It randomly selects subsets of the training data with replacements. Each subset is used to train a decision tree.
2. Random Feature Selection: At each node of the decision tree, instead of considering all features, Random Forest randomly selects a subset of features. This randomness helps in reducing overfitting and promotes diversity among the trees.
3. Decision Tree Construction: Each decision tree is constructed recursively by selecting the best split at each node based on a chosen criterion, typically Gini impurity for classification and mean squared error for regression.
4. Voting or Averaging: For classification tasks, the predictions from all trees are combined through a majority voting mechanism. The class with the most votes becomes the final prediction. For regression tasks, the predictions are averaged to obtain the final output.

4.1.2 Advantages of Random Forest
Reduced Overfitting: The random feature selection and bootstrapping techniques help in reducing overfitting, making Random Forest less sensitive to noise and outliers.
- High Accuracy: Random Forest generally provides high accuracy compared to single decision trees, especially for complex datasets with high dimensionality.
- Implicit Feature Selection: Random Forest implicitly performs feature selection by giving importance scores to features based on their contribution to reducing impurity.
- Parallel Training: Each decision tree in a Random Forest can be trained independently, allowing for easy parallelization and scalability.
- Robustness to Missing Data: Random Forest handles missing data well by using surrogate splits.

4.1.3 Advantages of Random Forest
In addition to evaluating the performance of machine learning models, the scalability and efficiency of TicketEase as a whole system were assessed. Performance tests were conducted to measure the system's response time, throughput, and resource utilization under varying load conditions.
Results indicate that TicketEase exhibits robust performance and scalability, with the ability to handle large volumes of concurrent user requests while maintaining low response times and minimal resource overhead. This demonstrates the system's suitability for deployment in real-world organizational environments with high demands for issue management capabilities.

Furthermore, stress testing and scalability analysis were performed to identify potential bottlenecks and scalability limitations. By simulating increased user loads and system loads, the scalability of TicketEase was evaluated, and any performance degradation or system failures were identified and addressed.

Table 4.2: Confusion Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confusion Matrix:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[[ 99 8]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ 18 113]]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Classification Report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Report:</th>
<th>precision</th>
<th>recall</th>
<th>f1-score</th>
<th>support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accuracy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>macro avg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weighted avg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.4 User Feedback and Validation

To validate the effectiveness and usability of TicketEase, user feedback was collected from organizational stakeholders, including employees, managers, and IT administrators. Surveys, interviews, and usability testing sessions were conducted to gather insights into user satisfaction, system usability, and perceived benefits. Results indicate positive user feedback regarding TicketEase's user interface, functionality, and overall performance. Users expressed appreciation for the system's intuitive design, seamless navigation, and efficient issue-resolution capabilities. Additionally, stakeholders reported improvements in productivity, collaboration, and decision-making processes as a result of using TicketEase.

Overall, the results of the experimentation and evaluation demonstrate the effectiveness and practicality of TicketEase as a machine learning-based issue management system for organizational efficiency. By leveraging advanced technologies and methodologies, TicketEase offers a comprehensive solution for streamlining issue management processes and enhancing operational productivity within organizational settings.
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